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ASTRACT

New progress in CE11CA irradiation program for
8iliclde fuels is presented . U3Si2 and U3Six fuel
developments are now completed and the industrial
fabrication phase has started at CERCA . The paper
indicates the fabrication cost ratio to be expected
for a given reactor chosen as an example, when
replacing HKU fuel by LEU sllicide fuel.

INTRODUCTION

For the past seven years, we have been developing silicide fuel at
CERCA. Several uranium siliciura compounds have been used in order to
reach the highest possible uranium densities in the meat of fuel plates.

U3S12, U3Si and mixtures of U3S12 and U3Si (so-called U3Six) have
been successively developed. For each of them we have determined the
maximum practical limits from industrial fabrication point of view and
we have carried out an extensive irradiation programm in cooperation with
various reactors in the frame of the RERTR program.

The development work for U3Si2 and U3Six at CERCA is now completed
and our company has entered the industrial fabrication 6tage for more
than one year.This allows us to have now better ideas about the evolution
of fabrication cost when going from HEU to LEU silicide fuel elements.

This paper has a double purpose :

- to give the latest results about our silicide irradiation program
- to give an example- of fabrication cost increase for a particular

reactor.
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CERCA IRRADIATION PROGRAM STATUS FOR SILICIDES

Since the last RERTR meeting, our program for irradiatitn of
siliclde fuels has progressed as follows (table 1) :

- Two HFR fuel elements have been completed :

. one U3S12 fuel element with a loading of 4.8 g U/cm3

. one U3Six (mixture of U3S12 and U3Si) fuel element with a
loading of 5.5 g H/cra3-

These two elements contain cadmium wires aa a burnable poison.

- The SILOE fuel element loaded to 5.2 g U/cm3 (the only element to
date containing such high uranium loading with pure U3Si2) has
reached an average burn-up of 54 %. Its irradiation will go on
w h e n the S I L O E r e a c t o r s t a r t s o v e r a g a i n .

- One U3Six fuel element has started irradiation in the OSIRIS
reactor in November 86. This i6 the first element containing a
mixture of U3Si and U3S12 to be irradiated. The proportion of U3Si
in the mixture is 30 W%(U3Sil.7).This element has reached an
average burn-up of 60 % (max burn-up of 72 % ) . The OSIRIS reactor
has just obtained the authorization from the safety commission to
continue irradiation of this element up to an average burn-up of
80 %.

- Out of the 20 CERCA fuel elements participating in the ORR full
core demonstration,10 have been burned up to above 40 % (table 2):

. 2 elements above 50 % (average burn-up about 52 %)

. 6 elements between 45 and 50 %

. 2 elements between 40 and 45 %
and the 10 others stand between 5 and 40 %.

All these fuel elements confirm the excellent behaviour of silicide
fuels under irradiation.
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EXAMPLE OF FABRICATION COST VARIATION WITH SILICIDE FUELS

Since CERCA production line has been operational on industrial scale
for more than one year, we are now in position to give mere indications
about the fabrication cost variation when moving from highly enriched
uranium-aluminium fuel to low enriched uranlum-silicium fuel. Several
attempts to present such a cost variation have already been made in the
past. However, thesu attempts, which gave the main trends, have shown
that It was very difficult r.o make general statements applicable to all
reactors since research reactors and their fuel elements differ very much
from each other by Lhelr designs, their specifications, their uranium
loadings.

In order to overcome this difficulty, we have prefered to take a
particular reactor as an example. Whe have chosen the SILOE case which
presents the advantage of being representative of several reactors in the
world.

Before going into more details, we draw the reader's attention on an
important point : from what we have just said above, the conclusions of
the present study will be valid .for the SILOE reactor only.

2.1. Hypotheses used in the study

According to the Customer's wishes our offers may cover various
services such as conversion of UF6 to U metal, transportation costs,
scraps recycling cost. In practLce , the range of our services varies
widely from one customer to the other. In this paper, we shall speak only
of the cost which is completely under our control : the fabrication cost.
Our calculation has been carried out in the same conditions as our usual
supplies to the STLOE reactor (slide 1), that is to say uranium
conversion cost, scraps recycling cost, uranium cost and transportation
cost are excluded from the cost.

In addition, we assume that :

- the fabrication has entered normal operation conditions, after the
starting phase, which means in particular that enough reactors
have started using silicide fuel so that the fabrication line load
factor is optimized.

- the quantity of plates to be fabricated for this reactor stands
around 2000 per year.
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2.2. Comparison of HEU and LEU fuels characteristics

The main characteristics of HEU and LF.U SILOE fuel elements are
given In slide 2.

The present HEU fuel plate meat Is made of uranium aluminium alloy
(so called UA1) whereas the future plate meat will be made of a U3S12
dispersion in an aluminium matrix.

The preaent uranium density of 0.8 g/crn-̂  will be increased to the
density of 4.8 g/cm3 which may be considered as the new standard. The 6
fold Increase In uranium density thus obtained will allow to keep the
same plate and element geometry : the meat remains 0.51 mm thick and the
number of plates per element remains equal to 23. The plates are flat in
both cases.

In the HEU element the two outer plates have a smaller uranium
content than the inner plates and a thicker cladding. In the LEU element
all the plates are identical.

In such conditions the U-235 loading per element increases from
328 to 415 g which represents a 26 % raise and may be used to reduce the
number of fuel elements consumed every year.

2.3. Determination of the fabrication cost variation

The fabrication cost variation from HEU to LEU fuel element has
been determined as follows :

. calculation of the fabrication cost for a standard HEU fuel
element, including the cost of plates and the cost of assembly.

. calculation of the fabrication cost for a standard LEU fuel
element, including the same items as above.

. calculation of the ratio between the two above mentioned costs.

With the previously Indicated hypotheses, the fabrication cost ratio
is found to be equal to 1.3 (slide 3).

This 30 % increase Is mainly due to the following reasons :

. six fold Increase In the uranium content of the plates,which means
that there is six times as much uranium as in HEU elements to be
processed.

. particular precautions to be taken with high density sillclde
fuels, making the process more costly.
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. to check both core location and core homogeneity, two radiographs
instead of one must be taken. We should mention here that the
inspection carried out on l.EU tuel plates will be the same as on
HEU plates : 100 % ultrasonic test inspection, 100 % radiographic
inspection, 100 % dimensional inspection...

This cost increase is significant. However, it is worth looking at
it from an other point of view by considering the cost ratio per gram of
U-235 contained in the fuel element (slide 4).

In case of the SILOE reactor, the cost ratio per gram of U-235
becomes 1.15. For those reactors which can take the opportunity of
increasing the U-235 content per eiement in order to get a larger
lifetime , the cost ratio per gram of U-235 may be Lower and even below
1. The extended fuel element core life may thus compensate for the
fabrication cost increase.

CONCLUSION

The fuel development phase of U3S12 and U3SIx fuels at CERCA has
been completed. Our irradiation program for silictde fuels continues
proving the high reliability of our fuels. Our workshop is operational on
industrial scale production and our work is now oriented towards
improving the efficiency of the siliclde production line improving the
quality and reducing the cost of our products.

The cost study has shown that a 30 % fabrication cost increase Is to
be expected for the U3S12 fuel elements to be used in the SILOE reactor.
However such cost increase can be partly compensated by a higher U-235
loading per element.

CERCA has made a considerable effort to reach high uranium densities
in fuel elements for research reactors. Every time it is possible it will
be worthwhile for reactor operators to take profit of such technology
progress by designing highly loaded elements In order to keep the total
cost Increase within acceptable limits by extending the core lifetime.
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CERCA SEP. 87
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TABLE iCERCA U 3Si 2 and U3Si IRRADIATION PROGRAM STATUS

ENRICHMENT : 20 %

FUEL

U3Si2

U3S!X

UgSi

REACTOR

ORR

SILOE

SILOE

R2

ORR

HFR Petten

OSIRIS

HFR Petten

SILOE

SILOE

URANIUM
DENSITY
(g/cm3)

4.8

2.0
3.7
5.2
5.4

5.2

4.8

4.8

4.8

4.7

5.5

5.5
6.0

6.0

NUMBER
OF Elt

1 Elt
1 Elt

1 Plate
1 Plate
1 Plate
1 Plate

1 Elt

1 Elt

20 Elt

1 Elt

1 Elt

1 Eli

2 Plates
2 Plates

1 Elt

IRRADIATION

START

Apr. 83
Apr. 83

Jul. 84

Feb. 86

Nov. 85

Jan. 86

END

Oct. 83
Aug. 84

Jan. 86

AVERAGE
BURN-UP

(%)

56 (54)*
82

78
76
75
75

54

10

Up to 52

FABRICATION COMPLETED

Nov. 86 60

FABRICATION COMPLETED

Jun. 82
Jun. 82

Sept. 84

Nov. 83
Nov. 83

Oct. 85

56 (53)*
58 (54)*

55

* NUMBER BETWEEN ( ) : MEASURED VALUE



CERCA

TABLE 2 URN.UP RATIO

NUMBER OF ELEMENTS AVERAGE BURN-UP (%)

2
6
2
1
7
2

> 50
45 - 50
40 - 45
35 - 40
15 - 30
5 - 10
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CERCA

SLIDE 1 HYPOTHESES FOR FABRICATION
COST RATIO CALCULATION

. NOT INCLUDED :

- URANIUM CONVERSION COST
- SCRAPS RECYCLING COST
- URANIUM COST
- TRANSPORTATION COST

. NORMAL OPERATION CONDITIONS

. NUMBER OF PLATES PER YEAR : ABOUT 2000



CERCA

SLIDE 2 SILOE FUEL ELEMENTS

VD

FUEL

U DENSITY (g/cm3)

MEAT THICKNESS (mm)

NUMBER OF PLATES/ELT.

PLATE GEOMETRY

U 235 CONTENT/ELT.

HEU LEU

U Al

0.8

0.51

23

FLAT

328

U3S i2

4.8

0.51

23

FLAT

416



CERCA

SLIDE 3 FABRICATION COST INCREASE
FOR SILOE ELEMENTS

HEU LEU

100 130



CERCA

SLIDE 4 COST VARIATION PER G
U-235 IN ELEMENT

(SILOE ELEMENTS)

VD

HEU LEU

100 115


